
Module 5 

How to invisibly obliterate objections and create raving fans

Finding Clarity 

Objections are Logical Reasons 
WHY they aren't moving ahead.



Emotional

Emotional Logical

Logical

See Value = BUY Low Value = OBJECTION



The Biggest Transformation Tool I Can Give You…

• Talking through objections is just an extension of 
diagnosis 

• You’re doing your customer and yourself a favour to 
explore the objection fully 

• It’s just a conversation

RESQ

• Relax 

• Empathise 

• Shift 

• Question



RESQ

• Relax… Positive self talk 

• Empathise…I can understand that/ I respect that 

• Shift…move your position in your chair, put pen 
down. 

• Question…ask you questions to isolate and bring 
clarity to the objection.

I Want To Think About It
• Empathise: I understand that/ I respect that 

• Question: Do you mind if I ask, just to clarify what specifically you need to 
think about (don’t pause) 

1. Now can I check ….Are you happy with the 
_______________________________________? 

2. Ok great and what about the (Relate to product USP) 
________________________________________ you understand 
_________________________________ (Relating to products benefits). 

3. Well considering those two are good is it safe to say what you need to think 
about is the investment? 

If it’s not money the real answer appears 

4. How does it fit into your budget? (Ask a money question)



I Need to Speak To My…..
• Empathise: I understand that/ I respect that 

• Question: Do you mind if I ask, is it more to get the ok and support to move ahead 

      with the order or is it more to discuss the finances? 

Third Party 
Objection

Ok/Support? Money?

• No problem, so how does it fit into your budget at 
the moment? 

• Move into reduction of ridiculous or a money 
conversation

Third Party 
Objection

Money?



Third Party 
Objection

Ok/Support?

Based on you ordering in the past is generally their support for you been HIGH 
or Low?

Ok great, so considering that it is high, to save time what I can do is write the 
order up and as soon as you get the go ahead we can move forward and process 
it. (don’t pause)  

So when will you speak to them, tonight or tomorrow? (nodding head) (special 
offer) 

Ok well let’s sort this out now and lets touch base tomorrow say around lunch time 
and we can finalise and confirm it all then, sound good? (nod head)

Money conversations
• How much too much is it? 

• Take that amount and divide that by number of 
products, clients, usages, profit. 

• Ok so based on my calculations it only works out 
________. Wouldn't it be safe to say you/your 
customers being able to have _______________ 
(benefits) is much more important than the extra (or 
saving) ____________?



Scale of 1-10
• “On a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the highest 

and most satisfied. Where are you at the moment 
on that scale?” 

• If 7 or lower as “What would you love to see to 
make it an 8,9 or 10?”

Book a role-play buddy

• Book in  a time with a role-play buddy 

• Practise each process three  (3) times each - Tit for 
tat.
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